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ABSTRACT. Let G be a semisimple
¿.<p(m)dmxm * / a bi-invariant

characters
indexed

and dimensions
by a lattice

is a bounded

operator

compact Lie group and 7y =

on L2(G),

of the irreducible

of points

ad-invariant

where

m in the Lie algebra

function

(**)

<Km)=fG*(m +ß-adgß)dg

♦.

to properties

These

of the Fourier

properties

include

oí a family of operators,

roots,

then various

multiplier

boundedness

way.

If *

properties

transformation

of T ate re-

on Ö with multiplier

on L , uniform boundedness

and, in the special
with

of G, which are

on <8 and

4>(m)=*(m+y8) or

ß being half the sum of the positive

and dm are the

Ö in a natural

(*)

lated

y

representations

case

G = SO(3),

on Lp

boundedness

in

Lp for ad-invariant

functions

1 s p < 3/2..

1. Introduction.

Let G be a compact group, and let T be a bounded opera-

tor on L (G) which commutes with left and right translation.
a bounded function

<f>(m)on G, the space of equivalence

unitary representations
character

and d

monic analysis
the operator

of G, such that

the dimension

Tf = ^.<f>im)d X

of the representation.

on G is to relate properties
T.

Then there exists

classes

of irreducible

* ft where X

is trie

A basic problem in har-

of the function

<p with properties

We shall study this problem when G is a semisimple

of

compact

Lie group.
Let © be the Lie algebra
bounded measurable

multiplier

function

of G and ß(x, y) the Killing form on <3. For any
$(x)

on © we consider

the corresponding

Fourier

operator

/ - f <t>(y)fiy)eiB{x'y)dy
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where

/(y) = (277)-" f f(x)e-iB{x'y)dy.
JUs

If <ï>is invariant

under the adjoint

close

between

connection

understand

this operator

this connection

the function

representation

we must describe

<p. Now the irreducible

the dominant weights,

Thus the simplest

between

(1.1)

from the function

representations

as points

on G. To
0 to

of G are indexed

by

in ® via the Killing form.

$ and <p would be to set

<pdz)= <Ddz).

For this to make sense

we must have Í» continuous

we do not want to assume.

A better relationship

(or almost continuous),

<f>(m)
= 3>dz+ j8) or even

(**)

<pdz)= JG *(ib + ß - ad gß) dg
ß is half the sum of the positive

Let optó)

denote the bi-invariant

OpiO) denote the Fourier
prove the following

multiplier

which

turns out to be

(*)

where

operators

how to pass

unitary

which may be regarded

relationship

of G on ® then there is a

and the bi-invariant

roots.

operator
operator

on G associated

on @ associated

with (f>, and
with 0.

We shall

results.

(1) If Op($) is bounded on L (®) then op(<£) is bounded on- Ll(G) under
either (*) or (**). In addition, under (**), op(<p) is positive definite

if Op (0) is.

(2) Let G - SO(3) and let 1 < p < 3/2. If Op($) is bounded on i-£T(®),
the ad-invariant
the central
implies
special

Lp functions

(conjugation

on ®, then under (*) op(<p) is bounded

invariant)

functions

in LP(G).

The condition

on L ?

1 < p < 3/2

that í> is continuous her.ce (*) is well defined.
The group SO(3) is
because the exponential
mapping is regular on an entire fundamental do-

main.
(3) Let G and p be arbitrary

of Op(<&) on Lp((3) (or Lp

and denote

(@)) is necessary

0 (x) = $(x/r).

The boundedness

for the uniform boundedness

of

optó
) on LP(G) (or L ?inv (G)) under (*) or (**) as r —♦ « (under (*) we must
*
r
O is continuous).

assume

These

results

are stated

with minor modifications
the torus

for semisimple

to all compact

groups, but they may be extended

Lie groups because

they are trivial

for

groups.

The proofs,

related

(G),

formulas

to express

which we present

of Harish-Chandra

the characters

as ratios

in the next two sections,

[4].

rely heavily

on two

The first (see (2.7) below) enables

of Fourier

transforms
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The idea behind Theorem

for spherical

3 was used by Clerc ([l] and [2]) to study multipliers

harmonic expansions.

The problem of extending

Theorem 1 to spher-

ical expansions
on compact symmetric spaces would be interesting
because no analogues of Harish-Chandra's
formulas are known.

The ideal of relating

multipliers

and difficult

on the Lie group and Lie algebra was in-

spired by the work of N. J. Weiss [6], Weiss gives sufficient

conditions

boundedness

to the Marcinkiewicz-

on G, 1 < p < oo, that are completely

Hormander conditions
2. Sufficient

analogous

for Lp

for @.

conditions.

Given a compact

semisimple

Lie group G with Lie

algebra © we choose a maximal torus T Ç_ G and a corresponding maximal abelian subalgebra
§ C_©. We choose a set of positive roots d.» •• •, aN which we

regard as elements

of ÍQ, and set ß = M(a. + • • • + oln).

We set

N

P(H)= J] BiH.a),
;=l

N

A(tf) = n 2i sin HB(H, «••)» l'or H £ §,
7=1

S0(h) = Mh)/p(h)
where

B denotes

the Killing

form.

We may extend

AQ to © by setting

An(r7) for any H £ § in the same orbit as x under the adjoint

This definition

is unambiguous

Now let p be any finite,

because

AQ(//) is invariant

ad-invariant

measure

AQ(x) =

action of G on ©.

under the Weyl group.

on ©. We define two measures

TJj and p2 on G by

(2.1)

$Gf(gX>dp¿g)=f f(expx)Äj[x~)dp(x)

and

(2.2)

fG f(g)dp2(g)= f /(expx)|A0(x)|2^(x).

Note that these

is positive.

are finite,

central

measures

on G, and that

We shall show that, on the Fourier

p —>p1 and p—* p2 correspond

transform

to (*) and (**).

Lemma 1. Let $ = /!= /a e~iB{x>y) dpiy). Then

(2.3)

fxJgidfijigi-ydJXm+ß)
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and

(2.4)

Syjg)dp.2(g) = y"dm fc $(m+ ß- adgß)dg

where y

and y

Proof.

are constants

depending

The Weyl character

(2.5)

only on G.

and dimension

Y (exp H)

formulas

give

ZeiB(m+ß,o-H)deta
leiB(ß,o-H)deta

(2.6)

'

dm = Pdz + ß)/P(ß).

The sum is taken over the Weyl group.

We use these

in conjuction

with a formula

of Harish-Chandra [4, Theorem 2]

(2.7)
(hete

P(H)P(H') fG eiB(ad*"' H>dg = yl eiB^H''at{)det o
y is a constant

depending

only on G) and the well-known

2 el

(^'

'det o

= A(f/) to obtain
XjexpH)pt8)

(2.8)

d777

j-eiB(777+/3,adgH)dg

=_y

AM
U

But the same formula holds for any x £ ® because

both sides

are ad-invariant.

Thus from (2.1) we compute

SGXjg)^g)

= J"aXjexp x) A0d)a-pd)

-y'dm So f,e^***><W*)Jg-y'JJ&m
because

ß is ad-invariant.

+ ß)

From (2.2) we compute

Sc Xjg)^t(g) = JÄVm(exp
x)&Ax)KJxjdp.(x)

= y"dmSC SCf^e-iBM^'xVB^'Mdu(X)dgdg'
= Y"dmSc Sc flad^m+ & - &de'ß)dgdg
= y"dm fG ß(m + ß- adgß)dg.
Theorem

1.

Let $ be a bounded ad-invariant

Q.E.D.

function

on <3. // Op($)

is

bounded on L (®) rèen op(<p) is bounded on L (G) where <p is given by (*) or

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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(**).

// Op($)

also preserves

does

or>(<f>)provided

positivity

(i.e.,

$ is positive

definite)

then so

(**) is used.

Proof. It is well known that Op(<I>)is bounded on L (®) if and only if $ = p
for a finite measure

tive measure.

p, and Op(0) preserves

positivity

if and only if p is a posi-

If follows from the lemma that op(<f>) is convolution

lot (*) or (**), and these operators

Remark.

The positive

obviously

have the required properties.

definite multiplier

group may be characterized

with p^ or p2

transformations

Q.E.D.

on any compact

by the condition

y y Wim, 77?',m")d <p(m)a(m')a(m") > 0
for all finitely

supported

complex functions

aim).

Here W is the generalized

Clebsch-Gordon coefficient,

W(m,m, 77?")
= jG xJg)xm>(g>Xm»(gï<tg>
the number of times the representation
proof of this assertion
Bochner's
of Theorem

R

occurs in R* i ® R ,*. We omit the
mm

since it is a straightforward

theorem for compact abelian

groups.

1 from this characterization

We next give an alternate
Lemma 2.

772

There exists

generalization

of the proof of

It is also possible

to prove part

and (2.8).

description

of the relation

a bounded function

E(h)

(**).

on § with support

in the

convex hull of the images of ß under the Weyl group, such that for any bounded
ad-invariant

(2.9)

function

j

<S>ix)on © we have

$(77?+ ß - ad gß) dg = d-1 J" <biH)P(H)Eim
+ ß - H)dH.

If Q denotes the square in RN given by Q = If: |/.| < Ml then

(2.10) f $(,??+ /3 - adgß)dg m/Je

where c is a constant
Proof.

It suffices

depending only on G, and a • t =• 2 t .a..
to prove (2.10) for

$(x)=/
with y £ © arbitrary.
thesis,

f' (¡>im+ ß - a . t)P(m + ß - a . t)dt

a 771 JQ

eiBUàgx,y)dg>

For we may then obtain (2.10) in general

and (2.9) then follows from the fact that the positive

by Fourier syn-

roots span !q.

Now using (2.7) we compute

f «U + ß - adgß)dg= JGf e ißWif(w+Äy)
¿' JG
f e~iB(,ieß,y)dg

JC

= -yl-yyeiB^(m+ß),y)e-iB(aß,y)
dP(ß)2P(y)2^^
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Also using (2.7) we compute
r

C

JQ<S>(m
+ ß-a.
= JL

Piy)

Thus to establish

(2.11)

ZeiB(o-(m+ß),y)

(2.10) we need to show

Piy)

= De

''

'' ' y

product on N one-dimensional

ye-m¿*>>

so the integral

integrals

e-iB(a.t,ay)dt„ JJ«-'
ix

is well known to be 2^,
(- ir Pioy).

obtain (2.11).

over Q breaks

-iBia.,
e~l

~e

computed:

+iB(lAajtay)

'

ay)

(<r ",cry'det

Since both are alternating

up into the

,

o'', while the denomina-

under

o we may drop it to

Q.E.D.

We return now to (2.1) and (2.2).
to Lebesgue

det a'.

which are easily

/-iB(Ma.,cry)

tor is clearly

measure,

to Haar measure,

dp = F(x)dx,

dp. = FXg)dg.

(2'12)

/G/(g)^(g)^

If p is absolutely

continuous

then p. is absolutely

The relationships

=/

continous

may be written

/(exp x)XJx)Fix)dx

and

(2"13)
While ||F.||j

fGf(g)P2k)dg= f /(expx)|A0(x)|2F(x)¿x.
< ||F||,,

the situation

for Lp norms requires

Lemma 3. Let 5 denote the integer lattice

(2.14)
and
(2.15)
Furthermore

(2.16)

dt

Je

f e-iB{a'^y)dt = S.

The numerator

,

a C e-iB(a.t,vy) ¿u

JQ

But e~,Bia-'>°V'

yJB(m+ß-a.t,oy)

t)P(m+ ß - a . t)dt = y jQ —-—-2£LZ

in §.

clarification:

Then

Fj(exp H) = c y F(H + 2irA)A(ff + 2nk)~*
?
F,(exp H) = c £ F(H + 2nk).
i
||F;.||p < c \\F\\p provided

£ |A0(H + 2fflfc)|,'i'-2 e L°°, ^¿ere 1/p + l//>' = 1.

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Proof.

From the familiar Weyl integration

105

formula we have

fG f(g)F¿g)Jg= c fr /(exPH)FAexpH)\l\(H)\2dH
for any central

function

/, where

Y = \H £ S¡>: \H .\ < n\.

tion formula (see [5, p. 382]) states

(2.17)

A less

familiar

that

f /d)ax= f f(H)\P(H)\2dH

for any ad-invariant

function

/.

Thus

f f(expx)A0(x)F(x)dx
= f f(expH)àAH)F(H)\P(H)\2dH
= f £ /(exp HfcAH + 2nk)F(H+ 2nk)\P(H+ 2nk)\2dH
and we read off (2.14) immediately. We establish (2.15) similarly.
Next assume (2.16) holds. Then

||F.||^ = c J"r iF/exp H)|^|A(/V)|2rf/V

< c f (Z \F(H+2nk)\\A0(H+ 2nk)\'-2Y^(H)\2dH.
Now from Holder's

inequality

we have

£ \F(H + 2nk)\ |A0(/7 + 2t7¿)|>-2

<(Z\F(H+2nk)\p\P(H+2nk)\2)UP
. (£
Since A is periodic

(£

\\(H

+ 2nk)\«-2)p'\P(H + 2nk)\'2p/p)UP'

and AQ = A/P

we have

|A0(r/ + 2nk)\('-2)p'\P(H + 2i7*)|-2í,7p) ^

^ÇIA^^)^'"2)^'
which is bounded by (2.16). Thus

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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WF-K< c f £ \F(H+ 2nk)\p\P(H+ 2nk)\2dH
<c'J

|F(H)|>|P(r/)|2¿ff<c'||F||»

by (2.17). Q.E.D.
Theorem 2. Leí G = SO(3)> /er 1 < p < 3/2 and let <p be given by (*). If
Op($)
1

is bounded on Lpmv (®) then

Proof.

In this case

optó)
x

is bounded on Lp¡nT (n)
v" '•

§ is one dimensional,

and AQ(rY)= sin MB/H.

(2.16) holds whenever /'p - 2 > 1, which for / ■ 1 means 1 < p < 3/2.

Thus

Now let

/' e L hit
? (G). We define F e L ?in» (0) by
'
F(f/) = /(exp/V)A0(/V) if \H\<n,
=0

otherwise.

Note that

||F||£=/J|F(tf)|>|P(/7)|2a7/
= /_; |/(exp H)\P\\(H)\-2
because

AQ is bounded

F(m + ß)=

+P\A(H)\2dH < c\\f \\p

away from zero on [- 77,77]. Also

f e-iB(m+P'x)F(x)dx

= S SG ^iB{m^Me'X)dg'Fix)dx

= J^ fc e-iB<m+^á^'H)dg'F(H)\P(H)\2dH
=c f

d'1 Xm(exp f/)/(exp f/)|A(r/)|2a7j

by
(2.17) and (2.8). Thus if /= 2 a m Yw then F(tzz+ ß)
- a /d and
*
'mm
F(m + ßYb(m + ß)= am4>(m)/dm by (*). But then Lemma 1 implies that (Op($)F)j

= cl 4>(m)amxm= optó)/. By Lemma 3 ||(Op(^F)^^ < c||Op(<I>)F||f(,and by hypothesis

||Op($)F||i, < c\\F\\p so we have ||op(0)/||,

Remark.
bounded

For the same reason

operators

SO(3) is special

on L (G) ate obtainable

< c||/||p.

Q.E.D.

in another

respect:

via Theorem

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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3. Necessary

conditions.

Let $ (x) = 0(x/r)

by (*) or (**). We assume that $ is continuous
how to obtain
compact

Opfà)

by a limiting process

support on © we define

/

vanish

Lemma 4.

F, F

There exists

continuous

(3-D

elsewhere.

large

to $

We shall show

from opi<f> ) as r —►«.

fr(g) on G for sufficiently

/ (exp x/r) = F(x)
and letting

and let tf> be related

when (*) is used.

If Fix) has
r by setting

for x £ support (p),

Let n = dim G.

a constant

y depending

only on G, such that for all

with compact support on ©, we have

lim r" f [op(<p)f(g)]f'(g)dg
= y f [Op(<D)F(x)]F'(x)¿x.

T—»oo

Proof.

JG

T

T

J<$

Assume first that $ decreases

change integrals

rapidly at infinity.

Then we may inter-

to obtain

/^Op(<I>)F(x)]F'(*)¿x=(¿)'!Jo

¿(4

eiB{x-y^^(z)dz^F(y)F'(x)dydx.

On the other hand

■T"Íg Sc1E'pMKxm{sb-%(b)C(g)dhdg
= T" J® I» 21 ^r(m)rfm^77,(exP
* exp(-y))//exp y)/r'(exp x)
• |An(x)|2|A0(y)|2¿x¿y

= '-" £ J. Z^H^-P

«* exp(-y/r))
• F(y)F(x)|A0(x/r)|2

Thus to establish

(3.2)

(3.1) it suffices

lim r"" £ ${m)d yjsxp

|An(y/r)|2 ¿x ¿y.

to show

x/r exp (-y/r)) = y f e'^-^dK*)

dz

r—too

together

with an estimate

We define z
lim

xz

to justify the interchange

by the equation

of limit and integral.

exp x/r exp (-y/r) = exp z^/r,

= x - y. Next we make the change of variable

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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left side of (3.2) becomes

(3.3)

Um r-

Now lim

y <bTirk)*£L±&.

Xxr(exp zjr).

x r~NP(Ar + ß) = P(A.) where N = number of positive
lim

roots.

Also

r""NyAr(exp zf/r)

r—»oo

ç iB(\r+ßMgzr/r)d

= lim rNa\r it-.-21
r-oo

Ar riB(ßMg>zT/r)d,

= P(A) [etX^&^dg

= —^—

J

y e'^^det

Pix -y)

a.

a-

Since P(o-A)= P(A) det a (3.3) becomes

(3.4)

lim r2N-"c' y -I^-eiB^x-y)tp
r^oo

where the summation

U),

¿* P(x - y)

extends

over all A e § such that A.r is a lattice

point.

Note that n - 2/V= dim §.
Now if <p is given by (*) then tj> irk) = $(A +■/3/r)

approximation

so that (3.4) is a Riemann

to the Riemann integral

(3.5)

c> f

P{H) JBW.x-y)9{H)(iHi

Jt> P(x - y)

But a formula of Harish-Chandra
orem 3]) states

which is easily

derivable

from (2.7) (see 14, The-

that (3.5) is equal to

ca^emz'x-y)<S>(z)dz
which establishes

it suffices

(3.2).

To justify

of integration

r I

But this follows

£<Pr(rAVrXYrX(exp *lr exp (-y/r)
from the fact that

nomial growth in A, which is an immediate

mate ||yJL<d
"'v777 " oc —

supr r~

^rxllXrxlloc

consequence

has poly-

of the elementary

esti-

777.

If we use (**) we must modify the above reasoning
2 assures

and summation

to show

suplr""
is bounded.

the interchange

us that (**) makes

sense

for boundf

slightly.

jeasurable

$.

Note that Lemma
By (2.9) we have

órr (r\) = d~l
f 0 r (H)P(H)Eir\+ ß- H)dit
r\ J$

= PißV~2N i <HH) f(rff)- E(r\ + ß - rH)dH
^

J$>

P(r\ + ß)

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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so that (3.4) becomes

c' lim f Z*mX'X~y)E(rX
+ ß - rtí)
,^oo J ^

But the integrand

H

converges

PM^H)

P(x- y)P(rA - jS)

<t>(H)dH.

to

cemH'x-y)P(HMH)/P(x-y),
and the dominated

convergence

theorem applies

to give (3.5).

The remaining

argu-

ments for the (*) case carry over.
Finally

e-tB(x,x)

to remove the hypothesis

and ,et t _0>

that $ decrease

at infinity we multiply by

Q>E>D.

Theorem 3. A necessary

condition for the boundedness

(or L p (G)) with norm independent of r as r —» oo is that

of optó

) on L (G)

Op(<l>) be bounded on

Lp(®) \or Lpinv (®)).
Proof.

Note that

limr-00 rn/p\\fr\\p

= c\\F\\p

because

rl/^-^Jl/fcxp^^WI^
= f\F(x)\p\AAx/r)\2dx.
Thus if \\op(<p)f\\p< c\\f\\p fot all / £ LP(G) (or / £ L^G))

then from (3.1) we

obtain

y r[Op(<D)F(x)]F'(x)ax= lim rn f [0p(<f>)f
(g)]f'(g)dg
J

r-«oo

JG

r T

T

< r—»oo
lim r-^HoptóXIlp^^'ll/;",'
*
' *
<c\\F\\p\\F'\\pl.

Thus Op($) is bounded on Lp(®) (or Lp (S)).
Note added in proof.
SU (2), and the analogue

Q.E.D.

R. Stanton has shown that Theorem 2 holds for G =
of Theorem

3 holds for all compact

symmetric

spaces.
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